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Abstract – Online social networks have gained enormous
popularity in the last decade. Users share their private
information online with other users, which is becoming
a serious privacy issue at the social and technical level.
In a society, everyone is a member of many collaborative groups (social circles), for example, colleagues, class
fellows. There are many collaborative relationships among
group members. Current social networks mostly use friend
as a relationship, which in our social life, is not practical.
In a society, we have different levels of collaborative
relationships with others and even some relationship with
non-friends. We use collaborative groups and relationships
that facilitate users in controlling the privacy and sharing
level of their information in social networks. We present a
sharing and privacy-aware SP-RBAC model by extending
the well-known RBAC model. Our model increases the
collaborative community of a user, and hence increases
sharing of information, minimizing the privacy threats
using simple user management.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the advances in social software technologies [1],
information sharing and privacy issues become critical. Social
network users share their private information like personal
address, phone number, relationships, pictures, and other stuff
with connecting users. They are conscious of the privacy of
their information, and at the same time want to share their
information like new pictures, status messages, and links with
more and more users. Information sharing is a need of the
day [2] that helps people get knowledge, stay connected, and
enhance social circles, while information privacy laws like
HIPAA [3] demand for the protection of user information from
unauthorized access and usage. There is a trade-off among
information sharing and privacy, which requires an information
sharing and privacy model that preserves the privacy of user
information but not at the cost of information sharing.
In our social communities, everyone is a member different
collaborative groups (social circles), for example, colleagues,
class fellows, etc. In a society, we have different levels of collaborative relationships with others and even some relationship
with non-friends. In a collaborative group, there are different
collaborative relationships among group members, for example, close friend, friend, friend-of-friend, not friend, etc. We
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use collaborative groups and relationships to facilitate user to
control her information sharing and privacy in social networks.
A user can allow everyone in a social circle to connect with
and share a certain level of her information. A user will make
many collaborative groups, and each collaborating user will
be assigned a collaborative relationship. This is similar to our
social interactions. We meet many people in different social
circles and we talk/share with each person depending on our
collaborative relationship. Our model increases the number
of connected users and provides simple user management by
grouping users and assigning a relationship. All users in one
group and having the same relationship with the owner will get
the same level of information in general. In certain cases, an
owner can use separate sharing rules and conditions to allow
or restrict other users.
Existing systems based on access control technology such
as Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) are widely being used
to control the access to information. RBAC and other access
control models do not explicitly handle sharing and privacy
issues using collaborative groups and relationships among
users. For this reason, we extend RBAC model, which is
described in [4] and standardized in [5], to handle our sharing
and privacy requirements. We present a sharing and privacyaware role-based access control (SP-RBAC) model. It includes
new elements like collaborative relationship, access level, and
condition. Many access control researchers have extended
RBAC model for their speciﬁc requirements. For example,
access control and privacy for social networks is described in
[6][7]. Moreover, privacy-aware system for RBAC is described
in [8] that extends RBAC model to include privacy elements.
It provides a privacy permission assignment language using
purpose, condition and obligation. A privacy policy model for
enterprises is described in [9]. These systems concentrate only
on privacy preserving without a focus on sharing enhancement,
collaborative groups, and relationships among collaborating
users.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes sharing and privacy in online social networks. Section III explains sharing and privacy-aware role-based access
control (SP-RBAC) model. Section IV describes permission
assignments. Section V describes background and related
work. Section VI concludes the paper and describes future
work.
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A. Core SP-RBAC

II. SHARING AND PRIVACY IN ONLINE SOCIAL
NETWORKS
In online social networks, users share their personal information with friends, family, colleagues, and some unknown
users for increasing their social interactions and networking.
Users are conscious about their information being used in
online communities of people, companies, and applications
from all over the world. There is a need to control user’s
personal information at the user level in a way that reﬂect
user’s interactions in their social life. We propose a model that
is based on collaborative groups and collaborative relationships
among users. A user should not be limited to make contacts
with only trusted or known users. User should also not be
limited to declare every connected user as a friend. Using our
model, a user can allow everyone in a certain social circle
to connect with and share a certain level of her information.
A user will make many groups of connections, and each
collaborating user will be assigned a collaborative relationship.
Users who are in close collaborative relationship can share
more information than others.

SP-RBAC model is shown in Figure 1.
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Core SP-RBAC model

SP-RBAC model is based on and extends NIST standard
RBAC [5]. For handling user controlled sharing and privacy,
we introduce CR (Collaborative Relationships), AL (Access
Levels), and Con (Condition) elements. User in our system is
a human being. Role represents a collaborative group created
by a user. When a user is assigned a certain group, she actually
is assigned role representing that group which can be used for
accessing objects from other users within that group. Object
in our system is personal information related to collaborating
users and their connections. Operation in our system is an
executable image of a program, which a user can execute
to perform some function. Permission (Perm) is an operation
allowed on an object. Sharing and privacy based permissions
(SP Perm) are the permissions that include sharing and privacy elements and conditions. In SP-RBAC model, SP Perm
are assigned to roles. These permissions contain collaborative
relationship, access level, and zero or more conditions. CR
element restricts the sharing of information to only those users
who are in certain collaborative relationship with each other.
AL element describes the level of information sharing among
users who are in certain CR with each other. Controlling
information sharing using collaborative relationships among
users can result in enhanced level of information ﬂow among
collaborating users in addition to preserving the privacy of
user’s information. User’s personal information is stored in
different levels of hierarchies. AL element uses these information levels to control the sharing of information among
users having different collaborative relationships and roles
(collaborative groups). Condition element is the user-deﬁned
condition that must be fulﬁlled to access information. One or
more users are assigned one or more roles depending on how
many collaborative groups they are participating. A session is a
mapping of one user to one or more roles. A user establishes
a session and activates roles in the session by selecting her
collaborative groups.

A. Collaborative Groups
Our model uses collaborative groups of users. These groups
are handled in our model similar to roles in RBAC. There can
be different types of as many groups as user wishes. A user
can create groups like class fellows in a certain college or
colleagues of a certain company, etc. This helps managing a
number of different types of users and their permissions. A
collaborative group, assigned to a connected user, acts as the
role of that user.
B. Collaborative Relationships
Collaborative relationships are the backbone of our social interactions. We think about our emotional relationships
with other people as close friend, friend, not friend, etc. A
person holds different relationships with different people in
the same collaborative group. It depends on our relationship
and trust on others. In our model, a user can use a not
friend relationship with another user whom she wants to share
a certain level of non-private information. Other users will
not know what relationship she has mentioned about them.
Generally, collaborations are called connections among users
in our system, which is different from making everyone a
friend, for example, in facebook. Many different types and
names of collaborative relationships can be created by a user.
Collaborative relationships help in managing different level of
information sharing with each relationship within a group.
In the following sections, we formally deﬁne SP-RBAC
model that uses collaborative groups as roles, collaborative
relationships, access level, and conditions.
III. SHARING AND PRIVACY-AWARE ROLE-BASED
ACCESS CONTROL (SP-RBAC) MODEL
Like NIST standard RBAC model [5], our SP-RBAC model
is composed of three SP-RBAC components: Core SP-RBAC,
Hierarchical SP-RBAC, Constrained SP-RBAC. We describe
each of these components in the following subsections.

B. Formal Description of Core SP-RBAC
Here we describe all elements, their assignments, and
functions used in Core SP-RBAC model. Following are the
elements in core SP-RBAC model:
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U , R, Obs, Ops, CR, AL, and Con are users, roles,
objects, operations, collaborative relationships, access levels,
and conditions.
Following are the core RBAC model elements:
U : the set of users in our system.
• R: the set of roles.
R
• 2 : the power set of R.
• Obs: the set of objects that need to be accessed/shared.
• Ops: the set of operations on objects. Operations are executable image of a program that performs some operation
on objects when invoked by a user.
•

Following elements are added in SP-RBAC model for handling
sharing and privacy of information:
• CR: the set of collaborative relationships deﬁned in
system.
• AL: the set of access levels (hierarchical levels deﬁned
for objects) deﬁned to allow access at a particular level
of granularity.
• Con: Condition expression.
Following are the assignment relations among elements of SPRBAC model:
• U A ⊆ U × R, a many to many mapping user-to-role
assignment relation.
(Ops×Obs)
• P erm = 2
, the set of permissions.
• SP P erm = (P erm, CR, AL, Con), the set of sharing
and privacy based (SP) permissions.
• P A ⊆ P erm × R, a many to many mapping permissionto-role assignment relation.
• SP P A ⊆ SP P erm × R, a many to many mapping
sharing and privacy based permission-to-role assignment
relation.
Following are the function mappings used in SP-RBAC model:
U
• assigned users : (r : R) → 2 , the mapping of role r
onto a set of users.
• assigned users(r) = {u ∈ U | (u, r) ∈ U A}.
SP P erm
• assigned permissions : (r : R) → 2
, the
mapping of role r onto a set of SP-based permissions.
• assigned permissions(r) = {p ∈ SP P erm |
(p, r) ∈ SP P A}.
Following are the details of sessions and their mappings:
•
•
•
•
•
•

C. Hierarchical SP-RBAC Model
Hierarchical RBAC component of the RBAC model introduces role hierarchies where a role can inherit permissions of
other roles. SP-RBAC introduces CR hierarchy, AL hierarchy,
and Object hierarchy in addition to role hierarchies. Similar
to role hierarchy, where a higher-level role can inherit permissions of its lower-level roles, CR, AL, and objects have hierarchical relationships. For example, in CR hierarchy, a close
friend relationship can inherit permissions of friend relationship. Similarly, instead of specifying permission assignments
for each AL, the permission to the most detailed access level
of an object can be assigned to a user, for example, user’s
complete address instead of only city name or country name.
Moreover, different objects can have hierarchical relationships.
A single permission for a higher-level object like an album can
be used instead of each picture permission.
IV. PERMISSION ASSIGNMENTS
In this section, we describe the permission assignment
used in SP-RBAC model called sharing and privacy-aware
permission assignment (SPPA).
Elements used in our model consist of following types:
RBAC-based elements like user, role, session, object,
operation and sharing and privacy-aware elements like CR,
AL, and Condition. Conditions in our system can be described
as simple or complex conditions. Simple conditions consist
of a condition variable, an operator, and a condition value:
(cond var op val). Complex conditions consist of many
disjunctions of conjunctive statement. Formally complex
conditions are described below:
condition := clause ∪ clause... ∪ clause
clause := stemenet ∩ statement... ∩ statement
statement :=< context >< OP > {< value >|< context >}
Condition variables in SP-RBAC are either context variables, or element-based conditions that include user, collaborative group, or collaborative relationship. Individual elementbased conditions provides instance level permissions and thus
result in providing ﬁne-grained access control.
Sharing and privacy permission assignments include all the
elements used in SP RBAC model and are formally shown
below.

SessionS: the set of sessions
user sessions(u : U ) → 2S , the mapping of user u
onto a set of sessions.
session user(s : S) → u ∈ U , the mapping of each
session si to a single user of session si .
session roles(s : S) → 2R , the mapping of session si
onto a set of roles.
session roles(si ) ⊆ {r ∈ R | (session user(si ), r) ∈
U A}.
avail session permissions(s : S) → 2SP P erm , the
available to a user u in a session,
SP permissions

{assigned permissions(r)}

•

Object permission P erm consist of object Obs and their
operations Ops. So the set of permissions is deﬁned as:
P erm = {(obs, ops) | obs ∈ Obs, ops ∈ Ops}.

•

Sharing and privacy-aware permissions SP P erm contain sharing and privacy elements and are deﬁned as:
SP P erm = {(perm, cr, al, con) | perm ∈ P erm,
cr ∈ CR, al ∈ AL, and con ∈ Con}.

•

Sharing and privacy-aware permissions assignments
SP P A is deﬁned as:
SP P A ⊆ R × SP P erm.

r∈session roles(si )
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SPPA are type-based permissions that use role types. A permission for a speciﬁc element can also be deﬁned in SP-RBAC
and such condition is speciﬁed using the condition element.
In the presence of hierarchies, many permission assignments
(SPPAs) containing same operation can be replaced by single
SPPA. This is because higher-level data objects in a hierarchy
inherit permissions of their lower-level data objects.
V. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Access control researchers have extended RBAC model
for their speciﬁc requirements. A number of languages and
systems have been described in literature to enforce privacy by
extending RBAC model. For example, privacy-aware systems
for social networks are described in [6] and [7]. They describe
privacy threats and deﬁne protocols for privacy-aware collaborative social networks. Furthermore, a privacy-aware system
for RBAC is described in [8]. It describes a privacy permission
assignment language using purpose, condition and obligation.
A privacy policy model for enterprises is described in [9].
These systems concentrate only on privacy preserving without
a focus on sharing enhancement among collaborators. Other
collaborative systems include Team-Based Access Control
model [10], and Task-Based Access Control model [11]. They
extend RBAC to assign permissions based on team and task
of the user. They do not handle privacy and enhanced sharing
requirements, and collaborative relationships among users.
Context-based RBAC systems have been an interesting area
of research as can be seen in [12] [13].
Access policy for collaborative environments and their requirements have been described in [14]. RBAC can be used
in collaborative systems as explained in [15] and in a survey
by [16]. Access control lists and capability lists were used to
describe the access of subjects to objects [17], but they were
not scalable to handle a large number of users in a system.
The breakthrough in modeling access control systems was the
creation of RBAC model [4], which deﬁnes roles for user
rights. RBAC is an efﬁcient model for the management of
permissions in large-scale systems. Still, it lacks in fulﬁlling
the privacy, enhanced sharing, and ﬁne-grained access level
requirements of collaborative systems. Collaborative system
requirements for RBAC can be seen in the system [15] and in a
survey by [16]. RBAC is basically a type-based access control
model using roles and is a rather static model. It lacks in
handling ﬁne-grained level access control and dynamic access
control requirements of collaborative systems.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper describes sharing and privacy-based role-based
access control model (SP-RBAC). It describes sharing and
privacy of user information in online social networks. Our
model is based on and extends the RBAC NIST standard
model. SP-RBAC uses collaborative groups and collaborative
relationships among users. It includes collaborative relationships, access level, and condition elements in addition to role
(as collaborative group) and user entities in RBAC. These
elements provide sharing and privacy based data permissions.
SP-RBAC is a family of models, including core SP-RBAC

model, Hierarchical SP-RBAC model, and Constrained SPRBAC model. Sharing and privacy-based permission assignments are described. In future we intend to handle different
types of permission assignments and their conﬂict types in
different scenarios.
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